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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a multipoint version of the linearization of the KP-hierarchy is described. Solutions of 
this system in the form of wave functions are constructed starting from a suitable Grassmann 
manifold and a group of commuting flows corresponding to the configuration of n points in C. The 
failure of equivariance at lifting these flows to the determinant bundle over this Grassmann mani- 
fold is measured by the determinants of certain Fredholm operators, the so-called r-functions. In 
the case of two points an explicit relation between these T-functions and the wave functions is de- 
rived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Special functions play a crucial role in all parts of mathematics. Inside the area 
of integrable systems an intriguing class of such functions is formed by the so- 
called T- functions. They are a generalization of theta functions and first oc- 
curred in the work of the Kyoto school, see e.g. [DJKM], on the KP-hierarchy 
and related systems. An analytic setting for the KP-hierarchy and a description 
of these r- functions in terms of line bundles over an infinite dimensional 
Grassmann manifold was given in [SW]. A Lie algebraic interpretation of these 
functions was given by V.Kac, see e.g. [Kac]. 
In this paper a multipoint version of the KP-hierarchy is introduced. To give 
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an idea what is meant by that, one recalls several geometric ingredients from 
the approach in [SW] to construct solutions of the KP-hierarchy. One starts 
with a splitting H = H+ @ H- of the space of L2-boundary values on the unit 
circle in p’(C). Here H+ is the subspace of boundary values that extend holo- 
morphically to z = 0 and H- consists of those that are holomorphic at infinity 
and disappear there. To this decomposition was associated a Grassmann 
manifold of subspaces “similar” to H +. On this manifold one considers the 
flows from the group of non-zero holomorphic functions on the unit disc 
around z = 0. To each subspace in the Grassmanian one associates a so-called 
wavefunction that is a product of an exponential factor, corresponding with the 
group of flows already mentioned, and a factor that is meromorphic around 
infinity. This wavefunction satisfies a system of an infinite number of linear 
evolution equations w.r.t. the parameters of the flows, which is called the line- 
arization of the KP-hierarchy. The compatibility conditions for this linear sys- 
tem yield namely the equations of the KP-hierarchy. The role of the points zero 
and infinity can be interchanged in this setting and this dual geometric picture 
is the starting point for the generalization to several points. 
First there is presented for n points {al, . . , a,} in C and the point infinity, an 
analytic set-up in the style of [SW] that leads, starting from a Grassmann 
manifold, to solutions of a similar set of equations. These geometric ingredients 
are treated in the second section. It starts out with a splitting of the space of L2- 
boundary values on circles around the {Q} similar to the one mentioned above 
that determines the Grassmann manifold we will work with. Further it contains 
a description of the analogue in the present setting of the group of commuting 
flows for the KP-hierarchy. This group of continuous flows can be com- 
plemented with a discrete group n that commutes with them. 
After the introduction of the geometric set-up in the second section, one 
continues in the third with the construction of the various wavefunctions and a 
discussion of the differential equations these functions satisfy. 
In the last section r-functions are introduced that measure the failure of 
equivariance at lifting these flows to the determinant bundle over the Grass- 
mann manifold. The paper concludes with a description, for the case of two 
points, of a relation between T-functions and the wavefunctions. 
2. THE GEOMETRIC SETTING 
At the KP-hierarchy, the basic decomposition one starts with, is obtained by 
choosing besides the point infinity xw another point x0 on P’(C) and a mer- 
omorphic function z on p’(C) with divisor x0 - x,. On the unit circle 
{xlz(x)j = l} one considers then the L2-boundary values and one splits this 
space of bounday values in those that extend holomorphically to x0 and those 
that are holomorphic around x, and disappear in this point. Subspaces close 
to this last subspace yield via the construction of wavefunctions solutions of the 
KP-hierarchy. The first step here will be to decribe the analogue of this setting 
for a finite number of points. 
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Consider thereto, besides the point infinity, y1 different points ai, , a, in 
p’(c) \ {m} and let the {Oil 1 5 i < 7z} be disjoint open discs in C with center 
ai and boundary Ci. As usual, Q denotes the sheaf of holomorphic functions. 
For each closed subset G of UZ, one introduces, what is called the ring of holo- 
morphic functions on G, as 
O(G) = lim O(U). 
“open 
WIG 
On each 0( Cj) one takes the innerproduct 
(1) (f, g)j = zf $c,f(z)dz) &.I 
Hence, if ri is the radius of Ci, then we have for all k E Z 
((Z - L7j)k; (Z - Uj)“!, = y;-“. 
Let Hj be the completion of 0( Cj) w.r.t. this inner product. Like the elements of 
0( C’), each f E Hj can be represented by a Laurent series 
(2) f(z) = C a,(~ - aj)“,with C In,12~y < 00. 
nEb ncb 
In Hj, one considers the closed subspace HJf of Hj of those boundary values 
that have an analytic continuation to Dj, i.e. 
HT = f(Z) = CU,(Z-U~)~ 
iZ>O 
Eachf E Hjdecomposesasf =f++f-,withf+ E Hj+andf- E HI: = (H:)‘. 
Let H be the direct sum of the Hilbert spaces Hj. If R is the complement of 
lJj”=i Dj in p’(C), then eachf E O(Q) determines an element of H by the di- 
agonal embedding f H(f) . . . ,f). Let H” be the closure inside H of 
Ho = {V,>f)lf fs W%fW =O). 
Subspaces of H “close” to H’ will provide solutions of nonlinear equations that 
form an analogue of the dual of the KP-hierarchy. Examples of elements in HO 
are the 
ej+(k-l)n - j - ?((z - aj)-k,. . . , (Z - aj)-k), with k > 0. 
As one will see in this subsection, these elements form a topological basis of H*. 
To each element in H* is associated a holomorphic function on the interior of R 
as one can read off from the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Iff = (fi , . , fn) E H*, then there is a holomorphic function f on the - 
interior 00 of l2, such that f has Laurent seriesfj around aj. - 
Proof. If g belongs to O(Q), then one has for all w E no the integral formula 
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Let {gj} be a Cauchy sequence in 0(G) w.r.t. the norm I( . 11 on H. Then formula 
(3) implies for each wg E 00 that there is a neighborhood MO of wo inside G’o 
such that for all w E A.40 and allj and k 
Ikj(w) - gk(w)I 5 Cllgi - gkllr 
for some constant C. This clearly implies uniform convergence on compact 
subsets of Qs of the {gj}. Thus we see that the pointwise limit of the {gj} defines 
a holomorphic function on fro that has the required property. This proves the 
lemma. 
On the holomorphic level we know that 0(Q) n Ho = (0) and the following 
proposition shows that this property pertains for the completions of the two 
spaces. Moreover it also describes a topological basis of H* and it gives the 
central decomposition in the paper. 
Proposition 2.1. (a) Let H+ be the subspace c$= I H1f of H, then there holds: 
H* r-H+ = (0). 
(b) The orthogonal projection p- from H” to H- = @J~=~H~~ is a homeo- 
morphism between these 2 spaces. The orthogonalprojection p+ from H* to H+ is 
a relatively small operator, for it is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
(c) The space H decomposes as H = H* CB H+. 
Proof. If g E H* n H+, then one knows on one hand that g is the boundary 
value w.r.t. )I . II of a holomorphic function gr on Uy=r Dj. On the other hand, 
one sees from the foregoing lemma that g is the boundary value of a holo- 
morphic g2 on 00. This implies that locally around each point CO of 
Cj, 1 I-j I n, the functions gt and g2 determine the same distributional 
boundary value. By the edge of the wedge theorem (see [dR], p 75), one may 
conclude then that locally around each CO this distribution is given by a holo- 
morphic function. In other words, g is holomorphic on a neighbourhood of 0 
and hence on P’(C). Since g(o0) = 0, this shows part (a) of the proposition. 
From part (a) one can conclude that the orthogonal projection p- : H” ---t 
H- is an injection. It suffices to show still that there is a continuous linear map 
7r : H- + H* such that p- o 7r = IdH-. If f = (fi , . . , fn) is an element of H-, 
then one defines for each j, a holomorphic function Fj on the complement of Dj 
by 
From this formula, one deduces directly that the boundary value (Fj)k of Fj at 
Ck belongs to H, that (Fj)i =A and that the map Tj: 
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is a continuous map from HI: to H. Since forfj of the form 
fi = 5 Clkj(Z -  Clj)-k 
kzl 
the element rjg) clearly belongs to HO, one gets that x = @,“=tTj is a continuous 
injection from H- to H* and that p o n equals the identity on all elements of the 
form 
This proves the first claim in part (b). Note that for all i f j and all k 2 1 one 
has 
rj” ri” 1 rj” I 
(Z - Clj)k = (CZi - Clj)k (1 - s)” = (Qi - Q,,)k (1 - &5X$)” 
(4 e c 
O” (I + k - 1). . . (I + 1) ( ri 
= (CZf - aj)k l=O k! 
G)‘f?)‘, if k 2 2, and 
= &g(&)‘(z - a$)‘,if k = 1. 
By combining the formula ((c)) with the property (2) one sees that the matrix 
coefficients of the orthogonal projection p+ : H* + H+ are square integrable. 
Hence this operator is Hilbert-Schmidt. This proves part (b) of the proposition. 
For the third part of the proposition one merely has to decompose an arbi- 
trary F = (f;,... ,fn) as F = F* + F+, with F” E H* and F+ E Hi. From the 
foregoing discussion it is known that cy= tfi- determines an element of H* and 
thatfi+ - CipjJ;- E Hi+. Hence there holds 
F=F*+F+,withF*= p&P,...-,&P) and 
( ,i=l j=l 
This proves the various claims of the proposition. q 
Remark 2.1. In [Di] it is suggested to take the decomposition H = HI @ Hz, 
where HI is the closure inside H of the space of all holomorphic functions on C? 
and 
H2= f~f~H+,&=0 . 
i=l 1 
However this leads to far less nicer formulae at the relation between the 
r-functions and the wavefunctions. 
Since the decomposition H = H* @ Ht is central here, it is convenient to put 
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a different, but equivalent, inner product < .(. > on H such that w.r.t. this new 
inner product the {ek ) k > 1) are an orthogonal basis of H* and the space H” 
itself is orthogonal to Hf. Namely, we take 
< F” + F+IG* + G+ >:= (P-(F*),p-(G*)) + (F+, G+), 
for all F*, G* E H* and all F+, Gf E Ht. Here (., .) denotes the original inner 
product on H. Thus, one completes the orthonormal basis {cell > 1) of H* with 
the orthonormal basis 
eC(j-l)-kfl = .  )  0, 
(z -  L7j)k 
+ 
,O,... ,k?O and 1 <jIn, 
of H+ to a Hilbert basis (et1-e E Z} of H. 
As in [SW] one associates to the decomposition H = H* @ Hf the Grass- 
mann manifold Gr(H). It consists of all subspaces W in H such that the or- 
thogonal projection p+ : W -+ H+ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Conse- 
quently, the orthogonal projection p* : W --f H* is then a Fredholm operator, 
i.e. it has a finite dimensional kernel and cokernel. The connected components 
of Gr(H) are exactly determined by the index of this operator. They are given by 
Grk(H) = {WI W E Gr(H), index (p*(W) = k},k E iz. 
In Gro(H) we have the open dense subset of all planes W such that p* : W + 
H* is a bijection. Like in the finite dimensional situation, this is called the big 
cell of Gr(H) and its elements are called tranverse to H*. On Gr(H) we have a 
natural transitive action of the so-called restricted linear group G&.,,(H), con- 
sisting of 
E GZ(H), b and c are Hilbert-Schmidt 
where the elements g E GZ(H) are decomposed w.r.t. H = H* @H+. Note that 
thanks to proposition 2.1 the collection of planes in Gr(H) is the same as the 
one, one would have got with the initial inner product on H. 
Likewise, the Lie algebra, B,,,(H), of G&,,(H) consists of all bounded op- 
erators T on H that decompose w.r.t. H = H* $ H+ as 
T= ; f; 
( > 
, with b and c Hilbert-Schmidt. 
If f is a continuously differentiable function on Ul= I Ci, then multiplication 
with f determines on operator Mf in l&$(H). In particular, elements of 
O(U~= r Ci) give rise in this way to operators in B,,,(H). 
Now one is ready to introduce the group of symmetries that form the ana- 
logue in our context of the commuting flows of the KP-hierarchy. Its con- 
tinuous part are the exponentials of holomorphic functions on 0 that are zero 
at infinity and thus multiplication with them gives you elements in GZ,,,(H). 
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, 
The group r describes the form of the essential singularities of the wavefunc- 
tions around the points {al,. . i a,} and it clearly stabilizes the space H*. It is 
convenient to use a notation related to this group. We will write 
&(z, t) = 2 tjli)(Z - ak)-’ and ((Z, t) = 2 s‘k(z, t), 
I=1 k=l 
wheretisshortfor tjk)ll <k<n,I> 1 
{ . 
Besides the continuous group r, 
> there is also a discrete group n of transfor- 
mations of Gr(H) that preserves H* and that commutes with the action of r. 
Namely,ifi#jwithl li<nandl <j<lz,letpij:H-+Hbedefinedas 
pij ( J(z), . fn(z)) = pz - 4 ~i(z-uj)J;(z))...‘rj(z-uj d=+i(zj). 
It is an easy verification to show that pij belongs to G&?;(H) the connected 
component of the identity in G&,,(H) and it clearly stabilizes H*. For 
& = {k,jk, E 27, 1 5 i < j 5 n}, we introduce then the element p(k) by JJiCj P$. 
The group A is now given by 
A = @)I& = (kg) E #-l) 
1 1 
As one will see in the next section, the wavefunctions have besides the essential 
singularity factor e c, also a factor that is meromorphic around the points 
{al,... , a,}. The group A describes the various types of meromorphic behav- 
iour around these points that correspond to elements in GI$ (H). 
The next step will be the introduction of the analogue in this context of the 
wavefunction of the KP-hierarchy. 
3. THE WAVE FUNCTIONS IN THE MULTIPOINT SETTING 
Let W belong to GYO(H) and let p* : H --+ H* as above be the orthogonal pro- 
jection. In the group A one considers 
(5) 
A, = {pip E A, there is a y E r such that 
p* : y-lp-’ W + H* is a bijection} 
Note that each p belongs to Aw for each W in the inverse image under p of the 
big cell. By using the covering of GYO(H) with big cells corresponding to sub- 
spaces in Gvo(H) with a topological basis from the {e&k E Z}, one can show 
that the set A, is non-empty. 
For each p in Aw one considers the open subset r(p, W) of r given by 
r(p, W) = (717 E ?, y-‘p-l W is transverse to H*}. 
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Fix some p in LL For each y in r(p, W), yP’p-’ W is transverse to H* and this 
enables you to define for each k > 1 
^(P) +‘wk(Y) = cP*l,-1,&&‘(4. 
By multiplication with yp we translate the element J&($,,(T) in y-‘p-’ W back to 
W and thus we obtain a $JY,~ : r(p, W) + W that can be written as 
= {ek + C a+4p, y)e-,}peE. 
$20 
The functions $J($,~ are called wavefunctions of type p. The collection of func- I 
tions {$‘$klk > l]: determine the space W, since the topological span of the 
vectors 
equals the space W. One of the first things that one will see in the sequel, is that 
it already suffices to know the {$(k!i, . . , G’s,,} to recover W. In that light, one 
writes for all e > 1 and each i, 1 5 i 5 n, T,@‘) 
of ?$p) W,z+n(t-1) resp’ G!&+n(l-1)' 
w ii resp. $$$ for the Hi-component 
Often there is no need to stress the W- resp. p-dependence of the wavefunc- 
tions and then one loosens up the notations by leaving them out. E.g. one writes 
then Gi,“’ resp. $r)instead of $$$ resp. I/($:! and thus one gets the vectors 
G(e) .= (,$(:I, , Gte)) ‘and $!“I .= Gf)p&. 
I . m I . 
Also the notation for the coefficients of the wavefunctions is compactified by 
writing @‘(pi y) for a-(j-i)-m,i+n(e-i) (p, y) and then one has 
The equations that will be derived for the {$$I, > 1,1 2 i 5 n} in the next 
subsection amount to nonlinear differential equations for the coeficients o$‘, 
w.r.t. the parameters 1 
tF)jk 2 1,1 <j 5 y1 
> 
. 
In the sequel one will use the notations 8,) = a and 3 = $’ for all k > 1, 
l<iInandlIj<n. 
at!’ 
1 
First of all it is shown that instead of considering all the wavefunctions 
$$% 2. 1,1 < i < n > it suffices to consider a finite number of them 
Proposition 3.1. For each .@ 2 1 and each i, 1 5 i 5 n, there is a unique differential 
operator QF) of the form 
e-i 
(9 Qe = Cqi!q, with qj2P1 = rf-I, 
s=o 
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such that gi (‘I = Q”‘(&‘). The coejkients of Qi’ arepolynomial expressions in e I 
the coejicients {c~$~‘lO 5 I 5 1 - 2) and their &derivatives. 
Proof. For each s in N, one has 
This formula implies that, for j # i, the j-th component of 8f($j1)) contains 
only positive powers of (z - aj) and that the i-th component of a,“($$‘) looks 
like 
(z -‘&+1 
+ “higher order in z - ai” pee. 
Therefore, thej-th component of $i”’ - r~-‘3~-’ ($!‘I) forj # i belongs to Hjfpec 
and the i-th component looks like 
{c,(z - ai)l + “higher order in z - ai” }peS 
with t > 4 and ct a polynomial expression in the c$“), 0 < r < ! - 2, and their 
&derivatives. If t < 0, then one continues to reduce the order of the singularity 
around ai and one considers 
$J”’ - (r.d.)“-‘($!l)) - r;lct/p*(p). 
I 1 I I 1 I 
Continuing in this fashion, one ends up with a differential operator Qi” of the 
required form such that for all y E r(p, IV) 
de’(r) - Qj%j’))(~) E H+py. 1 
These vectors, however, also belong to W and, by construction, 
W n H+py = (0). Hence we get 
$p) = Qp(p) 
1 1 ’ 
The differential operator Qi” is unique, because one easily shows, by comparing 
coefficients of the powerseries involved, that each differential operator P = 
C c~& such that P($J~‘)) = 0 has to be zero. This proves the propositon. 0 
A direct consequence of this result is 
Corollary 1. The wavefunctions {I/$” w;l j , I$$,,} determine the space W. 
From now on one concentrates on the {$i” 1 1 5 i 5 n} and one will write in 
the sequel & resp. $i instead of 4,“’ resp. $I”, 1 5 i 5 n. The next step is the 
determination of the derivatives of the wavefunctions with respect to the pa- 
rameters { ti’} and one starts with the tt)-derivatives of $i. 
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Proposition 3.2. For all k > 1 and all i, 1 5 i 5 n, there is a unique difSerentia1 
operator PiI of the form 
k 
Pf) = cpfjq, with pii = 1, 
s=o 
such that $‘($-) = PC”($) I k E . 
The coefficients of the differential operator Pf) 
the coefficients aCisi) 
are polynomial expressions in 
{ rl 10 I r < k - 1) and their &derivatives. 
Proof. Since 
$‘($j) = {a:‘(&) + &(Z - ai)-k}peC, 
we see that {a:‘(&) - q(gi)}p- ‘et has no singularities around the points 
{aj, j # i} and has a lower order singularity than k + 1 around ai. By succes- 
sively reducing the order of the singularity around ai, one obtains again a dif- 
ferential operator Pf’ of the required form such that 
@)($)(y) - I$)(&)(:‘) E H+py n W = (0). 
This concludes the piiof. 
The uniqueness of Pl follows from the same argument as in proposition 3.1. 
0 
Next one considers the action of a!), withj # i, and thus obtain the “mixed” 
equations. 
Proposition 3.3, For all k > 1 and all j # i, there exists a unique difSerentia1 op- 
erator Rfi’ of the form 
k-l 
R(j&) _ 
k -c 
r$‘)q 
s=o 
satisfying 
The coefficients of the differential operator F$ are polynomial expressions in 
the functions {at;“‘]0 5 r < k - l}, the {a$“‘(0 5 r 5 k - 1} and their aj-deriv- 
atives. 
Proof. We consider again the singularities of {$($+)}p-le-~ around the points 
{al,... , a,}. Since 
a:‘(+) = { Lf’(&) + &(z - aj)pk}peF, 
there is a k-th order singularity around aj and a first order around ai. The first 
can be eliminated as in the proof of propositions 3.1 and 3.2 with a suitable 
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(k - 1)-th order differential operator $ = COcsckP t ~!‘~)a;. The second with 
a proper multiple of T,/+. Then we have again for all y E r(p, W) 
$i(r) - Rpi)($j)(y) E W n H+peE = (0). 
Since the action of the differential operators in 8.j 
equation also implies the uniqueness of Ri”). 
on $j has no torsion, this 
q 
For k = 1, the operator Rj”‘) has a simple form. The equation from proposi- 
tion 3.3 becomes then 
Note that for all i +j, c$$ = g is non-zero. This holds more generally 
Lemma 3.1. For each W in go(H) and all i # j, the function cg’ is not identical 
zero. 
From the construction of the wavefunctions, one deduces directly that it suf- 
fices to prove this for all W in the big cell corresponding to H*. Then one uses 
c$$’ # 0, th e (4 actual form of the flows in r and the analyticity of cw (y) in y to 
prove the lemma. 
Now one restricts the wavefunctions to the dense open part r(p, W) of r, 
given by 
r(p, W) = (717 E r(p, W), cp’(~) # 0 for all i fj), 
and one introduces the differential operators Tji by 
The interrelations between the wavefunctions ($1, . , y&} are resumed now in 
the following proposition 
Proposition 3.4. For i f j and y E r(p, W) one has 
Tji(Q,i)(Y) = @j(T). 
In particular each wavefunction $Q is annihilated by each of the second order 
differential operators TuTi - 1, with 1 5 j < n. Thus one has obtained the fol- 
lowing refinement of Corollary 1 
Corollary 2. Each wavefunction $g,i7 1 5 i 5 n, determines the space W. 
With the help of the operators {ci} one can put the equations from the 
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propositions 3.2 and 3.3 in the same form: for each k 2 1 and all i and j, there is 
differential operator BFi’ of order k in 8, such that 
This is the generalization to the present setting of the linearization of the KP- 
hierarchy. A natural next step is to consider the compatibility conditions of the 
equations (5) and this leads to 
Definition 1. The equations of the multipoint KP-hierarchy are the non linear 
d@erential equations for the set of coeficients {~$~~)Irz 2 0,l < j 5 n} of the wa- 
vefunction $i that can succinctly be written as 
(7) {#+y) -@(@.i)) + pp&i)]}($) =o. 
The equations (5) are called the linearization of the multipoint KP-hierarchy. 
Remark 3.1. In the case of the KP-hierarchy the action on a wavefunction of 
the differential operators generating the commuting flows was free so that these 
equations reduce to the so-called zero-curvature or Zacharov-Shabat equations 
As one has seen, the action of the mixed derivatives might have torsion in the 
multipoint setting. 
Remark 3.2. In this paper one restricts oneself to the equations coming from 
the continuous flows from r. If one would also take the action of p into ac- 
count, then one ends up with a mixture of differential and difference equations 
in the style of [HP]. They will be considered at a later occasion. 
As in the case of the KP-hierarchy, one can show that the wavefunctions can 
be related to certain Fredholm determinants, the so-called r-functions. They 
can also be defined in the present context and there is also a relation with the 
wavefunctions. This is determined for the case of two points in the next section. 
4. THE T-FUNCTIONS 
Let W belong to Gro(H). Since a Fredholm operator of index zero can be writ- 
ten as the difference of an invertible operator and a finite dimensional one and 
moreover, the Hilbert-Schmidt operators form a two-sided ideal in the ring of 
bounded operators, one can write W as the image of an embedding w : H* A H 
that decomposes w.r.t. H = H* @H+ as 
(8) 
W* 
w= 
( > W+ 
, with w* - Id trace class and w+ Hilbert-Schmidt. 
We denote the collection of all embeddings of this form by P*. The component 
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Gro(H) can be described then as the quotient P/T*, where T* is the group de- 
fined by 
(9) T* = {t E Gl(H*), t-Id is trace class }, 
which by composition on the right acts on P”. One can define holomorphic line 
bundles Det and Det* over GYO(H), by dividing out on the product space P* x C 
respectively the following two actions of T*, 
(10) (w,X)~)(wot-l,Xdet(t)-‘), 
(11) (w, X)H(W 0 t-1, Xdet(t)). 
The class of (w, X) in Det is denoted by [w, X], and that in Det* by [w, Xl2 As in 
the finite dimensional case, the line bundle Det* has nontrivial sections, e.g. cr : 
Gvo(H)~Det* given by 
(12) o(Image of w) = [~,det(w*)]~. 
The connected component G@(H) of G&,,(H) acts transitively on Gro(H) and 
to lift this action to the line bundles Det and Det* one has to pass to an exten- 
sion & of GZ$ti (H). It is defined by 
and aq-’ - Id trace class 
i 
. 
We fix the embedding into E of the stabilizer P = 
as follows 
{ (;; i;) EC&H)}ofH* 
(14) Y= (;: :)-((;: $a). 
Note that both the group r* as i\ embed by their action on H into the group P. 
The group E acts on Det and Det* by 
(15) k,4~.bv%= kF~4Jli. 
This induces an action of E on the holomorphic sections of Det*, in particular 
for c we get 
(16) k, q)44w)) = [w, det((g-’ 0 w 0 q)*)12. 
Hence, if we define the function T,+ on E by 
(17) ~w(k, 4)) = det((g-’ 0 woq)*) = det(aw*q+ bw’q); forg-’ = 
a b 
( ) 
c d , 
then this function measures the failure of the E-equivariance of the section 0. 
Note that choosing another embedding from P* with image W only results in 
multiplying this function with a non zero constant. If one restricts this function 
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to the subgroup P, then we get for a W in the big cell around H*, i.e. with w* 
invertible, that 
(18) Tw ((g, a-‘)) = det( w*)det ( Id + 
a-‘bw’(w*)-1). 
In this case one also writes W = graph(A), with A = w+(w*)-l. 
Like in the case of the KP-hierarchy there are identities linking the wave- 
functions of this multipoint version with these -r-functions. Here the case of two 
points al and u2 will be treated. Let xi = $$, where ci lies inside the circle Ci. 
Then for all z E Ci one has [xi] < 1. Define the element qi E Z* by 
qi = (1 - xi, 1 - xi). N ote that qi = e and that qi stabilizes the plane H*. We 
denote the matrix of the action of qf’ on H by Qi Pi 
( > 
0 s, . 
Since one wants to compute det(Zd + a;r/3J) for sui;able bounded operators 
A : H*wH+, the first step is to compute a;‘Pj. It will turn out to be an operator 
of rank one. For each I 2 0 one has 
(19) d(((z-Ul)l:O)) = (gg,o) = (Cl -u1)$g-$O) = 
(20) (Cl -d[(&,&) + (g+$-)]. 
Here one has used the splitting of & in its singular and nonsingular part at at 
(21) 
By combining this formula with the fact that the map at : H*++H* is just given 
by multiplication with (1 - x1)-l, one obtains for the action of the operator 
a;‘,& on the element e-21 
a;1Pl(ec2Z) = (” <‘l”(l -x1)(&,&) = 
1 
= (6 - 4’(xl x1) = (6 -ad’+’ 
4 
> I+1 e’. 
Yl 
It is moreover clear that for all I > 0, the element (1 - xl)-le-zI~l belongs to 
H’, SO that we have a;r,&(e-2l-t) = 0. This shows that o;‘pt maps H* onto the 
line through et. From the foregoing calculations follows that , if (fi (Z)&(Z)) is 
an element of Hf, with decompositionsfl (z) = ~,,,fi,(z - at)P andfi(z) = 
Cp,of&(z - a$‘, then 
Now one can compute det(Zd + o;‘,&A) for any bounded operator 
A : H*+-+H+. Suppose that A((z - al, 0)) = (f,l(z),ff(z)). Since a;rPl o A : 
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H*++H* is an operator of rank one with image in < er >, there holds det(Id + 
ailPIA) = 1 + tr(a;‘PlA). Thus we have found that 
(22) det(Id + c&M) = 1 + (<I - a#(&) = (6 - 4) &r(&). 
Yl 
Similar computations hold for q2, so that one gets for i = 1,2 
(23) det(ld + a,‘,OiA) = ~~ii(~i). 
I 
Next one combines the actions of 41 and q2 and considers the element 4 = qlq2. 
The action of its inverse on the space H is given by the matrix 
The aim is again to compute det(ld + a-‘&4). From this matrix equation one 
sees that o?-‘p = a~‘& + a;‘ai1/3r&. One computes directly that 
Sz(O, (z - a2Y) = (C2 - u2y (2 j *) 
and this leads to 
(24) c&$P~s~ (0, cz - u2)‘) = cc2 - u2)L; la; lpl 
(25) (C2 - a2ycQ (~I;=~,) (I1 ;“)()2’(el) = 
(26) (52 - ~2) 
I (a2 - (2) (5‘1 - 4 
Cl - c2 f”l 
(1 - x2)er = 
(27) 
By using also the relation CX;~/&(O, (z - ~2)~) = ve,, one obtains in total 
a-‘/3(0, (z - a#) = 
(28) 
(6 - Q2)(<2 - al) (Cl - Ul)(G -al) 
(c2 - u2)1+1 (i2(G - <2)(u2 - Ul)) e2 - Y1((l - &)(a2 - ul)el 1 
A similar computation yields a-‘/3(e-21-r) and thus one gets 
a-‘/?( (z - al)‘, 0) = 
(29) 
(6 - a2)(<2 - al) (6 - a2)(<2 - a21 
(6 - d+l (r&1 - 52)(u2 - Ul)) e1 - r&7(51 - &)(a2 - Ul) e2 > 
Again both expressions can be fit into one formula. For (J(z),&(z)) E H+, 
there holds 
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In particular this formula implies that @loA : H*HH* is an operator of rank 
two with image the span of the vectors ei and e2. Thus at the computation of the 
determinant one has to take two terms into account, since 
(31) det(Zd + a-‘/M) = 1 + tr(a-‘PA) + tr(aP1/3A A a-‘&4). 
If one has A(ei) = V;:i(z),J;:z(z)) f or i = 1,2, then formula (23) implies that 
p(,-lPA) = (6 - QlH52 - a2)(51 - a2)(<2 -al) 
(32) 
(6 - 52)(a2 - al) 
( 
hl(51) h2(<2) “h(Cl) f22(<2) 
cc2 - al) - (Sl - a2) - (52 - al) + ((1 - al) > 
and likewise 
tr(a-$4 A a-$4) = 
(33) (Sl - Ql)(C2 - a2)(51 - a2)(Sz - Ul) 
(Sl - <2;>@2 - Ul) 
.(hl(<l)f22(52) -f21(~1)f2(<2)). 
By using that r;‘&(~) = (z - ai)-’ +f ( ) rk Z One can COmpUte det(zd $ CI~~&~) 
and it is equal to 
(34) 
((1 - Ql)(C2 - a2)(<1 - a2)(52 - 01) ^ 
YlT2((‘1 - <)(a2 - 4) 
(7hl(r1)422(52) - 421(51)Th2(52)). 
The expression between brackets one recognizes as a determinant and thus one 
gets the formula 
(35) det(Zd + a-‘&4) = (6 - Ql)(C2 - Q2)(<1 - a2)(52 - al> gll(cl) 
T+$2(<2) 
f”lY2(51 - <2)(u2 - Ul)) vJ21(Sl) 422(52) 
This equation contains as a special case the equation (23). By substituting in the 
equation (35) namely that 
(36) lim vGji(ci) = ij,. G-6 1 
one obtains the equation (23). 
Let w E P* have W in GYO(H) as its image. Take any p E A,, and let the ac- 
tion of p-’ on H = H* $ H+ decompose as 
Consider the embedding v = p-l o w o pc{ E P” with image p-l W. With the 
help of formula (17), one can identify the left hand side of equation (35) as the 
quotient of r,,(y.q) and r,(y), for each y E T(p, W). This leads to the final result 
Theorem 1. With all the notations just introduced, then there holds for all y E 
r(p, W) and all <i inside Ci the relation 
7v(Y4) -= (5‘1 - ail(C2 - a2)(<1 - a2)(52 - al) 4($,11(~, 6) 4g,12(7, c2) 
TV(Y) f3f”2(Ci - ii)(a2 - al)) @,I (73 Cl 1 @,22(T: c22) 
Remark 4.1. The left hand side of the relation in theorem 1 can be expressed in 
the coordinates { ty’} on the group r. For, the element q can be written as 
q = exp(log(1 - Xl) + hT(l - -4) = e-T pi ($$y). 
Then the r-function quotient in theorem 1 becomes 
, 
a formula that reminds of those in the setting of the IV-hierarchy and its ma- 
trix versions, see [DJKM], [SW] and [HP]. 
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